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Abstract. We define a Hopf algebra structure on the algebra of polynomials over a partially 
commutative alphabet. By considering formulas for the antipodes of this Hopf algebra and its 
dual, we obtain several new identities on partially commutative words. 
Free partially commuiative rnonoids were first introduced in [i j in order to study 
combinatorial problems involving rearrangements of words. More recently, they 
have gained importance as a context for modelhng para’rle’l computation. This 
development began in 1977, when Mazurkiewicz [4] initiated the study of subsets 
of free partially rnmm~tativ~ mnnnids $+ich he cs!!& +*Qfia !;ty*~r.~~C I-..,. P. -------.- 9 L‘UGb 5U”ljL,. IlQbC 
languages play a role in the theory of parallel processes analogous to that of ordinary 
formal languages in the theory of sequential processes. The essential difference is 
that in trace languages, certain pairs of letters are aiiowed to commute, and these 
pairs represent independent computational processes. The theory of trace languages 
has been developed along the lines of formal language theory in [6, 5, 2, 3, 91. 
In this work, we show that the monoid alge ommutative ring) of 3 
free partia?!y sommutative monoid has two, d opf algebra structures. 
y giving explicit formulas for the antipodes oft ebras, and comparing 
these formulas, we derive four identities on partially commutative words. 
Let be a nonempty finite set or 
the free monoid generated by 
0304-3975/90/‘$03.50 @ 199~Elsevier Science Pubbchers R.V. (North-Holland) 
congruence on X* generated by 0. The -free partially commutative monoid on X 
(relative to 6) is defined to be the quotient monoid N( X, 0) = X*/-. An element 
(X, 0) is called a partially commutative word. We willl use ihe symbol [v] to 
denote the partially commutative word represented by v E ength 1 WI of a 
partially commutative word w is the number of letters in resentative of w. 
For any word U = $klz_ - - __ 0.. in x*, ai E x; the tvpiaTu7 of ‘111, weita_e_sP_ ti, is givefr 
5=a,...qa,. Fc_r y+ E fiv.?f(_XL, 61, g& TCIP*‘eT3C ;; is w6q .dP+yj, §iE(-+S ;i - 2 in ay* if .*‘c . u’c I&.” 
and only if 6 - G. If k a commutative ring with identity, let 
monoid algebra of (X, 0) WVGL AK. 
. A.,.wC K X9 u”; Is G&G tfi,R ( 
commutativepolynomids onX, modulo 8. In all that follows, w, will consider 
as a subset of K(X, 0). 
A K ~~al,-zk is a ,K-module C, together with maps d : C + C f& C and E : C + K 
called comultipkatio~ and counit, respectively, such that whenever Ax = Ci xi @xi 
we have 
1 (AXi)@X: =I XiO(Axf) 
i i 
and 
Equation (1) is called coassociativity of A and (2) is the counitary property of E. 
Coassociativity of d means that if we wish to apply A twice to an element x, then 
it does not matter if we apply A the second time to the terms on the right or those 
on the left in Ax. Thus the map A’: C + C @ C 0 C, and by induction, the map A ‘-’ 
rrom C to the n-fold tensor product C 0 C@ - l -8 C are unambiguously defined. 
Let T: C@C + CO C be the twist map, give:1 by T(x@y) =y@x. The coalgebra 
C is cocommutative if T 0 4 = A. 
If C is a Kcozilgebra and A a K-algebra, then for any linear maps f; g E 
Hom(C, A), the convolution f * g off and g is the linear map defined at x E C by 
f * gtx) =C ftxi)gtxl), 
where Ax = Ci xi 0~:. The convolution product makes Hom( C, A) into a K-algebra 
with unit e given by e(x) = E(X) l IA, for x E C. In the special case A = K, the algebra 
Horn ( C, K ) is denoted by C* and is called the dual algebra of C. The algebra C* 
is commutative if and only if C is cocommutative. 
Suppose (E, d, E) is a -coalgebra which is also a K-algebra at the same time. 
is a bialgebra if the maps A : H --, and E : PI + K are algebra maps. For 
any bialgebra 3, the set of line maps Hom( H, H) becomes an algebra under 
convolution as above. Let I : H be the identity map I(X) = X. If there exists an 
) vhicli is a convolution inverse for 1, that is if 
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for XE H, AX=Cix,ox:, then algebra and S is the ~~i+~ut~ of 
H. The only property of the antipod e that we will nee other than the fact that it 
satisfies (3) is the following result [IS, p. 47-J. 
algebra with antipode S, theas S(XJJ) = S(y)S(.r), for 
Let w=a,cr,. m .a, beawordinX”oflength n#O,andlet U=(it,i2,...,ik} 
a subsequence of n). Define w( U) to be the word aila,, . . . arA a . 
w(U) the subword of w corresponding to U. I is the empty subset of 
w( U) is the empty word. Now suppose that w E 
and 21 E X* is any representative of w. Define maps 
and e:K(X,O)+K by 
e(w)= 
i 
1 ifHF=l, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
A(w) = C [v( Wlo[v( WI, (4) 
Ucn 
where If” Qencfec the complement of U in w. 
K(X, O> is a cocommutative bialgebra, Gth 3 and e defined as above. 
Plr@of. We first must check that A is weil defined by (4). Suppose ti, v E X* both 
represent w. Then there is a permutation clr of such that v( U) - U(O-( U)) for ail 
subsequences U of D. Hence 
,g” b-4 wlocv( WI = c [ub( Wwm4~( U“NL 
- L,rr 
and this is clearly the same as CUcn [u( U)]o[u( UC’)]. Therefore the sum in (4) is 
independent of the choice of t’ representing w. The coassocia 
tivity of A and counitary roperty of E follow immediately. 
a bialgebra, note that when w E (X, 49) consists of ip single letter Q E X, that 
en w is represented by QQ?. 
(a,). Also, CE is trivially an al 
For partially commutative words ~7, t?, 11 
(,, “J to be the coefficient of u @ 2) i 
of w, and IV has length n, when (,, “J is a 
,] = 14 oWbrI rq U”,] = 0. For e CollU h YI 
Also, for w, 2.41 y t.42, . . . , uk E M (X, O), the multinomial coeficient ( ,I,,U2,‘y_ _, uk ) is 1 he 
coefficient of ;I@ u,@ 9 - @ uh in Ak-‘( w). For example, if a, b, c), bc = cha 
and Qc = ca, then 
? 
\ 
= 
LPI) cb 
6. 
ac 
~~~~~~ 3.2. K (X, 0) is a Hopf algebra with antipode S given by S( 1) = 1 and 
(6) 
for all w E M (X, O), with 1 ~(3 1, w.E!~e the inner sum is over all k=tuples u, , us, . . . ? ukz _ 
of nonempty WC& in M( X, 8 ). 
PGWI~. We need to chow that S as defined by (6) satisfies (3). That is, for ail $2’ in 
(X, 8), we must have 
d this can be shown easily by induction on the length of w. 0 
Now that we know the antipode of K(X, 0) exists, we can use Proposition 2.1 to 
prove a simple formula for it. 
3.3. 77re antipode S of K (X, 0) is given by 
S(w) = (-1)4G, 
&or all w E 0). 
(8) 
It is clear that S as defined above satisfies S(i) = 1. Now, for a word 21 
ting of a single letter a (7) implies that 0 = S(v) l 1 + S( 1) l v, so S(v) = -V= 
hus the result follows from osition 2.1. 0 
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e following identities hokij%r all nonempty ra9ords w in M( 
e inner sum is over all sequences qfnone ?ywordsu,,u;,..., 
e first identtty follows immediately by rewriting the defining property 7 
of the antipode of K(X, e), using Proposition 3.3. The second is obtained by 
combining Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. Cl 
Ikfne a pairing of K (X, 0) with itself by setting 
$z, ii; = 
1 if u = v in M(X, i?), 
0 otherwise. 
We can thus identify (X, 6) with a subset (actually a subalgebra) of the dual 
algebra (K(X, 0))* of the coalgebra K(X, 6). The convolution in this algebra is 
given by 
for all u and v in M(X, 0). We call u 0 v the shufle product of the partially 
commutative words u and v. When none of the letters of X commute, u 0 v is just 
the usual shuffle product of words in X”. We will write (X, 8)” instead of K(X, 6) 
when we wish to consider K(X, 0) as an algebra with the shuffle product. Define a 
coalgebra structure on K(X, 0)’ by setting 
E(W)= 
1 if w=l, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
S(w)= c uov, 
&V-b% 
for all w in ,44(X, 0). 
K {x9 &)” is Q Hopf algebra, with 8 and E deJ6ned as a 
O)O is given by 
SO(w) = (-a)‘“‘l5, 
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It is clear that S and E make K(X, e)” into a coalgebra, and 
K(X, 0)” are dual to each other in the sense that the algebra structu 
the dual of the coalgebra structure of the other. The fact that 
. A:---+ is a ijPibLi LijliStqSiiiawr **-can~mi==clFo cf &is &4___J ,__ _ **-lFt~ (CPP [R] fog= &$ails. 
antipode So satisfies 
(So(u), 0) = 04 Si v)), 
for ali u, v E (X, 0). This implies So{ W) = (4 )%k by (8). w 
TV 
and 
7%~ following identities hold for all norrempty w in (X, 0): 
c (-f)i”‘~o v= 1 (-p’vO &() 
uz’ = $1’ UC = $1’ 
In K(X, O)‘, the defining properiy of the antipode (3) takes the form 
c s”(u)ov= c uoSO(v)= :, 
Ul’ -- b’L’ JDL’ - H Ii zt,W,--ye . (12) 
The first identity then follows by using (11) for So. If we define S’( 1) = 1 and 
S’( M’) = 1 c (-l)“‘u, 0 Uz” l l ’ 0 urn, . 
m - 1 u i . . . u,,, = w 
II, * 0 
for 1~13 1, then it is easy to see that S’ satisfies the defining equation (12) for the 
ode of K( X, 8)‘. Thus S’ = So, and the second identity follows by (11) for So. Cl 
S 
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